
CASE STUDY

Tesco ensures new  
iPhone grocery app  
performs with Tribe



Tesco is using Tribe new iPhone Application Monitor to 
ensure the best performance for its customers from its 
latest iPhone grocery app and shopping portal.

Matthew Briggs, Service Manager at Tesco.com says, 
“Our customers are using our new iPhone app to 
check and amend their orders. In just a few weeks it 
has become a valuable addition to our business and 
the customer’s shopping experience.”

Solution
Tribe has developed for Mobile Monitoring a flexible application that 
can provide exactly the information Tesco needs to be sure they are not 
losing sales through the mobile channel. The technology builds on the 
existing flexible Application Synchronicity platform that underpins Tribe 
monitoring of its unique Dynamic User Journey.

By measuring Tesco’s customer experience of the performance, 
availability and consistency of journeys across their websites, Tribe can 
ensure that any system errors are identified and Tesco can rectify them 
before the customer experience is directly impacted.

“Tribe responded quickly to the iPhone app launch and developed 
the new mobile service to replicate and monitor how the iPhone 
app performs for our customers. We can test the multiple journeys 
that customers take through the grocery site to ensure it is working 
effectively for them. An alert is sent if any aspect of the app or 
website is not working,” adds Matthew.

In addition to the iPhone monitoring services, Tribe dynamic user approach 
is used across Tesco’s main grocery website, Tesco Direct, wine sites, 
entertainment and clothing sites, the Republic of Ireland site, Telecoms, 
Tesco Compare, Travel, Books as well as the Baby & Toddler Club.

Results
Matt concludes, “It is important that all of our websites deliver an 
excellent customer experience. Our IT operations centre monitors 
over 40 user journeys across the websites and these are tested every 
few minutes. So with Tribe we have full confidence that if any site has 
a fault, we will know about it and can react immediately.”

“Tribe is our first port of call when we release a new deployment 
or introduce a new app; we rely on them to ensure everything is 
working correctly for our customers.”
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If you would like to schedule a free consultation regarding your website 
performance concerns, learn more about our performance testing services or 
arrange a free trial then please contact us.

About Tribe
Measuring realistic user experience for peak digital performance
Tribe cloud-based website performance monitoring and load testing services 
provide unparalleled insight into your customers’ digital experience by behaving 
exactly as end users would. A unique combination of realism – delivered by an 
intelligent test engine, and expert human insight provides the most accurate, 
actionable data enabling you to take control of today’s performance challenges.

For over ten years, Tribe has helped leading UK brands such as Transport for 
London, Cineworld, Dixons Carphone, Channel 4 and Debenhams optimise user 
experience and deliver peak performance.

To discover more about our services or to schedule a FREE consultation  
or software trial please get in touch;

+44 (0)1227 768276
info@thinktribe.com
thinktribe.com
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